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publick walk. Mall, mall. s. a beater or hammer. Mall, mall. y. a. to strike or beat with a mall.
Mallard, mal -lard. s. a wild drake. Malleability, mal-le-a-bll -e-te. s. the quality of enduring the
hammer, and spreading without breaking. Malleable, mal -le-a-bl. a. capable of being spread by
beating. Malleate, mal -le-ate. -. a. to beat with a hammer. Mallet, mal -llt. s. a wooden hammer.
Malmsey, mlm -ze. s. a sort of grape; a kind of wine. dried on a kiln. Malt, malt. s. barley steeped in
water, and Maltreat, mal-treet . -. a. to treat ill or amiss. Maltster, mall -stAr. s. one who deals in
malt. Malversation, mal-ver-si -shAn. s.misbehaviour in any office, mean artifices or shifts. Mam,
mam. ) s. a fond word for moth Mamma, mam-ma . er. Mammet, mam -mlt. a puppet; artificial
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Reviews
Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish this ebook.
-- Na tha n Cr uicksha nk
Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the ebook. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ma r ia no Spinka
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